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OlahBola Collaborates With LaLiga Legend Luis Garcia  

To Review The Skills Of Indonesian Football Fans 
 

Selected entries  will stand a chance to win exclusive LaLiga merchandise 

including official LaLiga polo shirts signed by LaLiga Legends!  

 

 

 
  

Jakarta, 13 July 2020 - As part of their launch campaign in Indonesia, OlahBola is set to collaborate with former Champions                     

League Winner, and Atletico Madrid and Barcelona legend Luis Garcia for a football skills social media competition opened                  

to Indonesian football fans across the country.  

 

OlahBola’s mission is to provide the Indonesian football fans a voice. Through this campaign, OlahBola intends to stay true                   

to that mission by providing fans an unprecedented opportunity to showcase their football skills on the global social media                   

platform, through an exciting collaboration with a world-renowned football legend.  

 

 

 



 

How To Enter 
Fans are encouraged to submit their own football skills videos from 1900hrs JKT on 11 July to 1800hrs JKT on 24 July 2020.                       

These videos can be a maximum of 1 minute and can be anything related to football including juggling, in-game match                    

highlights, shooting techniques and much more. However, fan must be featured in the submitted video. Submissions will                 

be disqualified if the fan is not featured in the submitted video.  

 

To enter the competition, fans simply have to follow the four steps below:  

 1. Follow @olahbolacom on Instagram 

2. Upload their skill video as a post on their Instagram feed 

3. Tag @olahbolacom in said post 

4. Use the hashtag #OlahBolaxLuisGarcia in said post 

 

If fans have a video on their account that has been posted previously, they simply have to tag @olahbolacom and use the                      
hashtag #OlahBolaxLuisGarcia on the post to submit their entry. Only entries that have followed the @olahbolacom                

instagram account will be eligible for a final round of selection by the OlahBola team.  

 

Selection Process 
Up to 10 final entries will be selected by the OlahBola team for Luis Garcia to review. The Atletico Madrid legend will then                       

watch all the videos and review them individually before ranking his top 3 favourite videos. Users who submitted the top 3                     

videos will then win an autographed shirt signed by a host of LaLiga legends including Luis Garcia. The other submissions                    

that were reviewed by Luis Garcia will also win fantastic LaLiga merchandise including authentic LaLiga football jerseys or                  

matchballs.  

 

Luis Garcia’s review of these selected videos will also be documented into a video that will be made available on                    

OlahBola.com on the 1st of August. Stay tuned on OlahBola’s official social media accounts on Facebook, Instagram and                  

Twitter (@olahbolacom) for more information.  

 
---END--- 
 
About OlahBola 
Owned and powered by the world-leading sport application developer SportsHero, OlahBola is set to become Indonesia’s                

one-stop platform for all things football in Indonesia and across the globe. Covering the best news, editorial and video                   

content available online, OlahBola aims to create and utilise communities of over 100 million Indonesian football fans to                  

create a strong user base focused on the world’s biggest sport.  
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